Scavenger Hunt 1991

1. ___ A paradox. (2 pts)
2. ___ A cannon and a canon. (4 pts)
3. ___ A crossbow and an apple, no arrow. (18 pts)
4. ___ A pen from the Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital. (6 pts)
5. ___ A team member wearing cement shoes. (must be dry, must be
even enough to, hypothetically!, sink them; no demonstrations
required) † (15 pts)
6. ___ What are the (metric) dimensions (major and minor axes) of the
testicles of the Art Institute lions? (19 pts)
7. ___ A New Testament written in Hebrew. (14 pts)
8. ___ A spider web in a ZLB. (3 pts)
9. ___ Crude Oil. (6 pts)
10. ___ Blood. Donate a pint to the United Blood Services on Friday, May
17th from 10AM to 7PM in the North Lounge of Reynolds Club or
from 11AM to 8PM at the hemobile in Hutchins Court. Judges
will be on hand to record your donation. (25 pts per pint,
500 pts max)
11. ___ A bill of US currency with an engraver's error. (4 pts)
12. ___ A British-type judge's wig. (please wear it at the tea party)
(8 pts)
13. ___ A silver platter with a paper-mâché head on it, your choice of
decapitated unfortunate. (16 pts)
14. ___ How big around is Big Boy's meat at Frisch's Big Boy in
Maumee? (17 pts)
15. ___ An Indian Cigar Statue. (75 pts)
16. ___ Murray "The Camel" Humphreys was perhaps the only hood to
pay income taxes on money derived from what source? (4 pts)
17. ___ Material objects whose proper English names are anagrams.
(3 pts)
18. ___ Half a grapefruit, to be smushed into teammate's face. †
(5 pts)
19. ___ Semaphore flags, with someone using them to spell out "Oh
Heathcliff." (14 pts)
20. ___ Describe the ethnic origin, clothing, and pose of the towering
figure greeting visitors to Enchanted Forest "Playland of the
Indiana Dunes"? (4 pts)
21. ___ What is written on the yellow armored vehicle just East of
Enchanted Forest? (2 pts)
22. ___ A sextant. (20 pts)
23. ___ Translate Article III, section 3 of the Scavenger Hunt '91 rules
into Russian, must be typed in cyrillic. (14 pts)
24. ___ Which of the U of C's numerous Nobel laureates actually went to
receive their prizes in Oslo? (give names and dates) (4 pts)
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25. ___ A team member wearing a double-breasted pinstriped suit and carrying a violin case. (9 pts)
26. ___ Polarized light. (2 pts)
27. ___ An Ivory tower: must be free-standing, at least 18 inches tall. (15 pts)
28. ___ Correctly complete this quote describing the U of C: “the greatest collection of ________ since _________” (6 pts)
29. ___ A value dot™. (2 pts)
30. ___ A Brinks-type armored car. † (375 pts)
31. ___ Where was the local residence of Leopold and Loeb’s victim? (2 pts)
32. ___ A windmill, at least 4” tall. (4 pts)
33. ___ A piece of carpet tubing at least 7 feet long, “588-2300.” (14 pts)
34. ___ The 5 perfect solids. (It’s a math thing - you wouldn’t understand) (3 pts)
35. ___ A gyroscope, balanced on a string. (6 pts)
36. ___ A radiometer. (4 pts)
37. ___ A La-Z-Boy type recliner. (kick Dad off) (17 pts)
38. ___ Literature from the United Methodist Church of Plato, must show proof. (5 pts)
39. ___ A self-supporting inflatable object over 12’ in height when fully inflated. † (50 pts, 25 pts extra if it is an animal)
40. ___ How many barns are there per square mile? (5 pts)
41. ___ A charcoal rubbing of the words inscribed on the cover of the book held by the guy sitting in Cleveland’s Public Square. (For a good laugh, read the poem) (6 pts)
42. ___ A marionette. (6 pts)
43. ___ An unopened or empty bottle of Night Train. (paper bag optional) (7 pts)
44. ___ A functional bridge. (2 pts)
45. ___ Live doo wop, performed by team members, for at least 30 seconds. (7 pts)
46. ___ Who was the “second city’s” second civilian? (5 pts)
47. ___ A team member drawing from memory the twelve symbols which form a circle on the central dome in the main room on the third floor of the Public Library Cultural Center. (8 pts)
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48. ___ A team member to perform a 30-second tap dance routine with a “buffalo,” (do NOT confuse with the “water buffalo” item) a “double time step,” and a “rhythm step” while singing “Puttin’ on the Ritz.” (18pts)

49. ___ A sweepstakes envelope with Ed McMahon’s picture on it. (2 pts)

50. ___ U of C President Robert Maynard Hutchins shared the distinction of being born on Jan. 17, 1899 in Brooklyn with what other famous Chicagoan? (3 pts)

51. ___ An authentic object, i.e. brochure, letterhead, etc. from as many of the consulates in the city of Chicago as possible. (1 pt per)

52. ___ A candy cane. (1 pt)

53. ___ A forklift, must be motorized and full-sized. † (175 pts)

54. ___ 20 pens of different colors, no three of the same style/ maker. (6 pts)

55. ___ How many aircraft carriers operated off Chicago’s Navy Pier lakefront during WWII? (4 pts)

56. ___ Any item that has the official ARA logo on it, with a Mr. Yuck™ sticker affixed to it. (3 pts)

57. ___ Copy cards from Kinko’s, the U of C Libraries, and as many other organizations as can be found. Must be unique and identifiable. (1 pt per, max 10)

58. ___ A local edition of the Plain Dealer newspaper. (2 pts)

59. ___ A flying model rocket, must be launched using solid chemical fuel, electrical ignition system, and parachute or streamer recovery system. † (33 pts)

60. ___ A deposit envelope from Jeanie at the Fifth Third Bank at North Meridian Place, Indianapolis. (4 pts)

61. ___ What was Karl Weintraub’s job at the Shoreland Lo these many moons ago? (9 pts)

62. ___ What is the only thing which can’t be fixed at 2136 S. Ashland? (4 pts)

63. ___ A bell greater than 15” in circumference. (7 pts)

64. ___ Whose vanity plate is “UOFC 100”? (6 pts)

65. ___ What would you see if you were standing on the ground in the middle of what is now Columbus Drive in 1870? (3 pts)

66. ___ Where in Chicago is there a display case which contains a pair of Tootsie panty hose and a pair of Tootsees anklets? (don’t bite off more than you chew) (6 pts)

67. ___ Playbills from the Apollo and the Athenaeum. (5 pts)

68. ___ A map from the James W. Shocknessy turnpike. (2 pts)

69. ___ An Untouchable Tours souvenir cigar. (5 pts)
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70. ___ A baby carriage. (3 pts for carriage, 5 pts extra for "bullet" holes)

71. ___ A first issue of a magazine. (6 pts)

72. ___ Shopping bags from as many different "Magnificent Mile" (Michigan between Ontario and Oak) shops as possible. (1 pt per, 50 max)

73. ___ A Greater Cleveland RTA schedule with an accurate full color rendition of "LAST" in front of Cleveland’s Frank J. Lausche State Office Building. (5 pts)

74. ___ Stretch Armstrong. (6 pts)

75. ___ A person milking a live cow: bring a pail, a stool, and the cow. (all or nothing, and don't forget the bovine) † (261 pts)

76. ___ A team member to create and present a 20 second Scavenger Hunt cheer, complete with official U of C Homecoming Shakers. Must involve jumping. (11 pts)

77. ___ A banner approximately 2'x5' with an image of the Ohio State Capitol Building flanked by the slogan "Ohio the heart of it all!" (20 pts)

78. ___ A drill bit. (ask Exxon) (1 pt per inch)

79. ___ A piece of artificial turf. (7 pts)

80. ___ A Jelly Ball from Joe's Furniture in Lebanon (with receipt) and what is the phone # on the Phillips 66 Thermometer in the bathroom? (8 pts)

81. ___ A Matchbox™ model car of a vehicle manufactured by GM. (3 pts)

82. ___ Contortionist’s Special: Hold a cigar between your toes and smoke it. (cannot use hands to assist in any way, including forcing legs up) † (6 pts)

83. ___ An accurate sketch of the war monument in the center of Angola. (2 pts)

84. ___ Two team members who will have an “Am not”, “Are too” argument for at least 1 minute. (2 pts)

85. ___ A U of C professor with ID to re-enact a complete dancing scene from “Saturday Night Fever,” make it good. (30 pts, 10 pts extra if in full '70s regalia)

86. ___ A totem pole. (don't go near Haskell) (7 pts)

87. ___ A brochure from the Yellow Brick Road in Chesterton, ask Dorothy to sign it. (we're not kidding folks) (7 pts)

88. ___ A golf green cup. (6 pts)

89. ___ When was the last time a professional sports championship was won at Wrigley Field? (2 pts)

90. ___ An Atari 2600. (12 pts)
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91. ___ What is the beginning of eternity, the end of time and space, the beginning of every end and the end of every race? (1 pt)
92. ___ A real and working quill pen. (2 pts)
93. ___ A polo mallet. (5 pts)
94. ___ What peculiar characteristic do the snack bar workers at the CIA (Langley, VA.) all have in common? (7 pts)
95. ___ A full-sized detached car windshield. † (35 pts)
96. ___ What is the tradition involving General Sheridan’s Statue in Lincoln Park and major League baseball teams? (2 pts)
97. ___ A ticket stub to the new oceanarium at Shedd. (2 pts)
98. ___ A floppy frisbee, with weights around the edges. (2 pts)
99. ___ A catcher’s mask. (4 pts)
100. ___ What is the name of the store located at 4856 S. Cottage Grove? (4 pts)
101. ___ What national monument stands in miniature next to the Roberto Cheese Factory, Inc. near East Canton? (yes, we’ve found another one) (6 pts, 3 pts extra for an item from the factory)
102. ___ What is the brand name of the smoke detector inside the observation deck of Indy’s Soldier’s and Sailor’s Monument? (take the stairs, it’s fun) (6 pts)
103. ___ A selective service registration verification card and its owner, with ID. (1 pt)
104. ___ A letter from the Reg demanding overdue fee payment. (3 pts)
105. ___ A unicycle and someone to ride it for 15 seconds. † (18 pts)
106. ___ What famous midwestern monument was designed by the same architect who designed the U of C law library? (3 pts)
107. ___ What is the significance of the temperature -40 degrees? (2 pts)
108. ___ A piece of mail postmarked May 17, 1991. (3 pts)
109. ___ A “Baby on Board” sign. (3 pts)
110. ___ A vortex. (1 pt)
111. ___ What words are on the doors to the rooms behind the secondary altar of Valpo U’s The Chapel of the Resurrection? (3 pts)
112. ___ An Aristotelian flightless biped. (1 pt)
113. ___ An audio tape of a U of C Hospital commercial, bring your own tape player. (3 pts)
114. ___ A ten-letter English word which can be written using only a single row of typewriter keys. (5 pts)
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115. ___ A charcoal rubbing of John Dillinger's tombstone, presented by a team member wearing a red dress. (13 pts)
116. ___ A team member wearing a straightjacket. (This place kinda gets to you, don't it?) (16 pts)
117. ___ Two teammates to have a Certs™ encounter, must provide certs. (2 pts)
118. ___ A program to the final week of Solti's performances with the Chicago Symphony. (8 pts)
119. ___ A Union Station Red Cap, in uniform with ID. (60 pts)
120. ___ Recite from memory the inscription on the face of the sundial in the Shakespeare Garden at Northwestern University? (6 pts)
121. ___ An "Original Chicago-style hot dog" from Yovi's in Pittsburgh in a ZLB. (Yovi's, A little bit of Chicago) † (7 pts)
122. ___ With which ironic words does the Gary Sanitation District greet travelers? (2 pts)
123. ___ A sticker from the Recycling Station on Hill Ave. in Toledo. (Look for the giant green silly-looking dragon) (3 pts)
124. ___ A wooden keg with three x's written on it. (XXX) (20 pts)
125. ___ Sequin sunglasses. (4 pts)
126. ___ A team member telling a bad joke and then getting hit with tomatoes from the rest of the team. (must be a really bad joke) † (15 pts)
127. ___ First-class airplane ticket stubs from as many different airlines as possible. (2 pts per airline, 40 pts max)
128. ___ An electronic hotel room key. (3 pts)
129. ___ A napkin from the "Top of the Triangle" restaurant in Pittsburgh. (62 stories above it all) (14 pts)
130. ___ A roster from De Paul's basketball team. (4 pts)
131. ___ A team member dressed only in a teddy. (16 pts)
132. ___ Where is Phemister Hall and what is on the plaque in the entrance hallway? (3 pts)
133. ___ How far from home plate is the last remaining section of the wall at Forbes Field? (5 pts)
134. ___ A bullet-proof vest. (going to Harold's?) (26 pts)
135. ___ At the '79 Chicagofest, who helped Billy Goat's Tavern owner, Sam Sianis, make burgers? (2 pts)
136. ___ A brochure from the Professional Football Hall of Fame. (3 pts)
137. ___ A team member dressed all in unmatched plaid. (must include shirt, pants, and socks) (9 pts)
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138. ___ A bright yellow overcoat. (no raincoats allowed) (4pts)
139. ___ At least 5 team members to sit on the floor and mime "rowing" a boat in sync with the Hawaii 5-0 theme. (you must supply the theme, live bongo drums optional) (12pts)
140. ___ A really really ugly tie of at least 3 colors, and 4 inches wide. (3pts)
141. ___ A can or bottle of Coke that does not contain corn syrup, must never have been opened. (11 pts)
142. ___ The good, the bad and the ugly, must be convincing. (3 pts)
143. ___ A ball, greater than 4 feet in diameter. † (22 pts)
144. ___ A Jane Byrne campaign button. (3 pts)
145. ___ A bill from Adam's Rib in Chicago in an envelope addressed to Capt. B.F. Pierce, MASH 4077, U.S. Army, Korea. (4 pts)
146. ___ The Rocky Thang, a team member to drink four raw eggs in one or two gulps. Must crack eggs in front of judge. (ADRIAAAAN!!) (14 pts)
147. ___ The most recent new Calvin and Hobbes comic strip. (3 pts)
148. ___ A wooden nickel. (2 pts)
149. ___ What words are on the sign above the gates to former A's owner Charlie Finley's house in LaPorte? (2 pts)
150. ___ A brochure from the Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center. (6 pts)
151. ___ A team member emerging from a large cake decorated with "U of C Scavenger Hunt 1991." † (25 pts)
152. ___ What have you reached when you stop at 1 Sagamore Parkway North, Lafayette? (3 pts)
153. ___ An Esperanto-English dictionary. (22 pts)
154. ___ A flashlight with "Gift of Class of 1991" written on it, batteries must be included. (5 pts)
155. ___ What a cruciverbalist makes, and bring one. (4 pts)
156. ___ A Mike Royko article that is complimentary toward the U of C, with his business card stapled to it. (40 pts)
157. ___ A bottle of Barbeque sauce from the Tropical Hut restaurant. (6 pts)
158. ___ An airline flight attendant, with ID, in uniform, to perform the pre-flight safety routine. (37 pts)
159. ___ When was the first night game at Wrigley Field? (4 pts)
160. ___ An autograph from White Sox organist Nancy Faust, personalized for your team. (14 pts)
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161. ___ A professionally made Valentine's Day card with "To Bugs, from Al" correctly addressed to the site of the St. Valentine's Day Massacre. (4 pts)

162. ___ A motor or sail boat at least 25 feet from stem to stern, with ownership papers and certificate of inspection by government authorities. † (300 pts)

163. ___ An origami swan, folded by a team member in front of the judge in 20 seconds or less, no prefolding. (6 pts)

164. ___ A gargoyle, must be 3-dimensional, carved/sculpted. (minus 50,000 pts. if stolen from the U of C) (7 pts)

165. ___ A well-chewed pencil with 3 different sets of teeth marks. (1 pt)

166. ___ A rubber ducky that squeaks when squeezed, and a team member to sing "Rubber ducky, you're the one." (6 pts)

167. ___ A mechanical adding machine, complete with crank. (17 pts)

168. ___ An actual Notary Public stamper. (15 pts)

169. ___ After being hatched at the poultry house at Lincoln Park's Farm, what happens to the newly-hatched chicks? (2 pts)

170. ___ A 1991 calendar of events and Deutsches Erbe program pamphlet from the Hoover Historical Center. (5 pts)

171. ___ Ten City of Chicago parking tickets for the same car. (18 pts)

172. ___ What is unique about the walls of the elevators in the PPG Place Tower? (4 pts)

173. ___ A "Shopper's Handy Location Directory" from Kroger's in Cambridge. (Let's go Krogering for the best of everything) (12 pts)

174. ___ A replica of Saddam Hussein at least six inches tall, made of chewed gum. (28 pts)

175. ___ An Etch-a-Sketch with team's name written on the screen. (13 pts)

176. ___ A Union 76 car-antenna ball. (6 pts)

177. ___ A life-size chess game, complete with checkered board and team members convincingly dressed as pieces. † (50 pts)

178. ___ Spring '91 tuition, for a full-time undergraduate, in play money. "Knowledge is expensive" (14 pts)

179. ___ A Quantrell winner, with documentation and ID. (bring the plaque Jack) (25 pts)

180. ___ A Toledo Mudhens ticket stub. (8 pts)

181. ___ Receipts from 5 identifiably different businesses called "Fred's." (11 pts)

182. ___ A team member covered from head to toe in cassette tape, must use at least two 90 minute cassettes. (13 pts)
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183. ___ What old-time Chicago gangster ran a flower shop across from the Holy Name Cathedral? (4 pts)
184. ___ One GAF Viewmaster. (11 pts)
185. ___ A lily pad in a ZLB. (3 pts)
186. ___ A candelabra with holders for at least 10 candles. (I wish my brother George were here) (7 pts)
187. ___ An authentic poster from a gangster film. (5 pts)
188. ___ A solid block of ice at least 2'x2'x2'. † (27 pts)
189. ___ One complete $5 book of 25 cent stamps. (3 pts)
190. ___ A poster of an RSO's event with an official SAO stamp, date of expiration no later than Jan. 1, 1991. (2 pts)
191. ___ A 3" by 5" rendering of the current St. Christopher and Nevis flag. (9 pts)
192. ___ What University of Chicago professor went on to become a U.S. Senator from Illinois? (2 pts)
193. ___ Where on campus can one find "ye shall know the truth and the truth shall make you free" carved on a wall? (6 pts)
194. ___ Who was the only woman ever listed as "Public Enemy Number One"? (3 pts)
195. ___ A pamphlet from the LaPorte County Museum and which mass-murderer is immortalized there? (3 pts)
196. ___ A catalog from the Animated Art Gallery in the BP building in downtown Cleveland. (4 pts)
197. ___ A cigarette holder longer than 6". (4 pts)
198. ___ Four copies of a "Welcome to Chicago" pamphlet, each in a different language. (4 pts)
199. ___ Dogtags. (2 pts)
200. ___ A spun-sugar theatrical prop "break-away" bottle, to be demonstrated on a teammate, who shall have just said "College is the best years of your life." † (18 pts)
201. ___ A "Mechwarrior Screamsheet" newsletter from the Battletech® Center. (3 pts)
202. ___ A University of Chicago Alumni Association plastic baggage ID tag. (4 pts)
203. ___ What was the street address of Capone's saloon, the Four Deuces? (4 pts)
204. ___ What's the historical significance of room 405 in Jones Laboratory? (1 pt)
205. ___ The Time-Life home improvement book, Kitchens and Bathrooms. (14 pts)
206. ___ A charred copy of the Charred Phoenix in a ZLB. (3 pts)
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207. ___ A copy of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act enclosed in an envelope correctly addressed to Hanna Gray. (3 pts)
208. ___ A Q-Tip and wax (ear or otherwise) triangular-based pyramid, self-supporting, at least 2' tall and 2' wide. (25 pts for base, 3 pts per inch [height] over 2')
209. ___ A reindeer game played by someone named "Rudolph" (or "Rudolf"), must have ID, must have antlers, must have red nose. (13 pts)
210. ___ Xmas tree ornaments manufactured with the dates on them from different years. (1 pt per, max 12)
211. ___ A flying saucer. (... Opah!!) † (1 pt)
212. ___ What time is it in Grand Falls, Newfoundland? (2 pts)
213. ___ A truck tire greater than 3' in diameter. (45 pts)
214. ___ A batting cage token from Slugger's bar. (3 pts)
215. ___ A person born on April 1, with ID. (there's no fool like an April fool) (10 pts)
216. ___ A team member to sing Tom Lehrer's "The Elements" song in full and in tempo. (12 pts)
217. ___ Technical difficulties. (1 pt)
218. ___ What is the name and control number of the ape in front of Waterbed World in Valparaiso? (6 pts)
219. ___ An owner of Avis-Rent-A-Car Company, with ID and proof of ownership. (35 pts)
220. ___ A logo item from a Knight's Inn bearing the slogan "Comfort Rules." (3 pts)
221. ___ How does one gain after-hours access to the Ohio State Capitol Building? (4 pts)
222. ___ A girdle, must be modeled. (5 pts)
223. ___ A riding lawn mower. (Dad, may I have the keys to the Deere?) † (40 pts)
224. ___ What is the Easternmost point in the U.S.? (3 pts)
225. ___ A book, single volume, greater than 8" in each of its 3 dimensions. (18 pts)
226. ___ When was Mother Earth executed in marble and polyester? (3 pts)
227. ___ A betamax-format videotape. (1 pt)
228. ___ A 1:1 scale map of the entire United States of America. † (50,000 pts)
229. ___ What is Crystara? (1 pt)
230. ___ An Amish road sign. (18 pts)
231. ___ A business card from Aardvark in Lafayette. (4 pts)
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232. ___ A 3-dimensional salt lick (27 cubic inches or more) (4 pts)
233. ___ Ten feet of bathroom linen towel. (must be continuous) (10 pts)
234. ___ A full-sized door with a “Judas Hole.” (33 pts)
235. ___ A carnation. (1 pt)
236. ___ A toy electric train, must say CTA on it. (probably easier to get than last year’s el-car) (10.00 pts)
237. ___ A king size bed pillow. (4 pts)
238. ___ An accordion. (20 pts, 7 pts extra if you play “Light My Fire”) (10 pts)
239. ___ Someone’s underwear run up a flag pole, bring your own flag pole, at least 6 feet tall. † (12 pts)
240. ___ A team member impersonating Frank Sinatra singing MC Hammer’s “You Can’t Touch This.” (Must be dressed in a tuxedo) (11 pts)
241. ___ The Little Caesar’s™ Pan Pan Man. (Pizza, Pizza!!) (7 pts)
242. ___ A team member to eat as many White Castle Sliders as possible in 1 minute. (4 pts per)
243. ___ Spats. (5 pts)
244. ___ A bottle of Anchor Steam merry Christmas Ale for each winter from 1986, it has to be sealed or empty. (24 pts)
245. ___ A roach (dead preferably) over 1 1/2 inches long in a ZLB. (8 pts)
246. ___ An authentic whoopee cushion, demonstrated. (6 pts)
247. ___ A hookah. (7 pts)
248. ___ A ‘Yes! Blankenbaker For Mayor’ sign. (3 pts)
250. ___ A fluorescent-colored bowling ball. (12 pts)
251. ___ A glockenspiel. (26 pts)
252. ___ A glow in the dark condom. (11 pts)
253. ___ A Water Buffalo. (call your army recruiter) † (190 pts)
254. ___ A torso from a Barbie doll with a Ken doll head attached. (10 pts)
255. ___ A copy of “Madam Sosostris’ Wicked Pack of Cards” Horoscope. (4 pts)
256. ___ “An offer we can’t refuse.” (100 pts)
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257. ___ A whole mushroom greater than 3 inches across (that's one humongous fungus!) in a ZLB. (8 pts)
258. ___ Ten team members standing barefoot in order of different descending shoe size. (3 pts)
259. ___ Two team members synchronized swimming in a kiddie pool, bring your own water. (I know you! I know you!) † (26 pts)
260. ___ A photographic advertisement more than 25 square feet in area. (21 pts)
261. ___ A set of chimney sweep brushes. (9 pts)
262. ___ A swing. (2 pts)
263. ___ A sign saying "lavatory," professionally printed. (4 pts)
264. ___ A shoulder holster. (10 pts)
265. ___ Bumfodder. (2 pt)
266. ___ A jump rope at least six feet long made of a gumwrapper chain, must be demonstrated, no adhesives or staples. (16 pts)
267. ___ Ruby slippers. (Auntie Em, there's no place like Chesterton, IN) (3 pts)
268. ___ A working hot air balloon. (for those who didn't get last year's corporate blimp) † (17 pts)
269. ___ A map of the campus of Notre Dame U. with a drawing of the "Touchdown Jesus" mural in the proper position. (4 pts)
270. ___ A business card from Love, Inc Auto Sales in Indianapolis and what is unique about their hearses? (ask the guy with the tattoos) (7 pts)
271. ___ A full-sized children's sled named Rosebud, with the name written on it. (14 pts)
272. ___ 10 menus, each in a different language. (10 pts)
273. ___ An orange road cone with White Sox insignia on it. (8 pts)
274. ___ What's taking place on the first floor of Ida Noyes this Sunday Afternoon? (8 pts)
275. ___ How many steps does it take to walk the entire length of Jack Brickhouse Way? (4 pts)
276. ___ A copy of the Gargoyle. (2 pts)
277. ___ What is the scientific name for the European grosbeak? (4 pts)
278. ___ A tea party, complete with 4 guests, tea pot, tea and crumpets. (British accent optional) (12 pts)